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1.  Current News.  
• Chris is still working on the NIST proposal.  He has emailed John Ruhl to inquire about the

wisdom of adding the CMB polarization enterprise to the NIST proposal.
**Action CWS: Confer with John Ruhl.
**Action CWS:  Revise  narrative.
**Action YJB:  Edit narrative.
**Action CWS:  Assemble package and submit.

• There’s not much new news on Yorke’s Dartmouth group startup effort.  The administrative
gears are still grinding.

**Action YJB:  Organize new Dartmouth group and report status.

2.  Working Schedule.
• The problem this weekend is the full moon.
• Isaac made his trip to Hanover and has trained Max in operation of the LX200 and associated

equipment.
**Action IS:  Coordinate with Amanda on visit to Hanover and GC launch.  —Complete.

• Justin said that he would be passing through the US east coast on his return from CERN in
July and wondered about the feasibility of a launch at that time.  By combining trips he could
save a half metric ton of travel funds.  Yorke observed that launches can go off on relatively
short notice, so the only question was whether a useful payload would be ready by that time. 
Justin noted that the delivery schedule for the diodes makes that proposition fairly dubious.

3.  ICD 
• We briefly discussed the advisability of combining uwave and optical sources in the same

payload and reaffirmed previous thoughts that doing so would not be desirable.

4.  Current Development Issues. 
• Justin is still struggling with World Star to get detailed information on laser diode modules

and fiber coupling services.  We briefly discussed the advisability of pursuing other vendors,
but Justin observed that the others are no better.  Peter suggested that we should just go ahead
and take our chances.  The amount of money involved is not trivial, but making progress
trumps the financial risk.  Justin said he’d try to check out the reliability of the vendor
(through the Better Business Bureau, for example) and assuming no issues, go ahead with the
purchase–including cutting the red tape for a sole source procurement.  He’ll get fiber from
ThorLabs and provide it to World Star.

**Action JA: Make the purchase.

• Yorke and Patrick have been working on the controller design, sharing drawings with Peter. 



There are still minor issues to finalize, but the design is approaching maturity.  We discussed
who would do the PCB layout.  Since Peter is going to be away and busy moving the lab over
the next few weeks, it seemed reasonable to give Patrick a crack at it.  So Yorke will work
with Patrick to get the PCB laid out and sent out for fab.

Justin has tried hard to get better specs from World Star, but the best he’s able to do is the
specsheets on the vendor website.  Yorke agreed to work with those to get controller issues
settled.  He has contact info for the vendor if he needs to contact them.  He reminded Justin
to be sure to include a temp sensor (LM74) on the heat sink.

**Action JA: Get LD spec sheets for Peter and Yorke. —Complete
**Action YB: Get design of flight controller to Peter.  —Complete
**Action YB: Coordinate LD interface.
**Action PD: Lay out design of LD control system. —Superceded
**Action YB: Work with Patrick to finalize design, perform board layout, and fab!

• Yorke has made no progress on any kind of source spec.

**Action YJB: Prepare outline of spec for source.
**Action YJB: Sketch design of LED dummy source.

• Justin reminded us that we need to submit the CSA personal data forms promptly.
• No other technical items came up.

5.  Microwave source issues.  Keith is still getting his feet on the ground and had nothing to
discuss under this heading.

7.  Further meetings.  We agreed to skip next week and  meet again in two weeks by Skype
2:00 EDT Friday, 29 Apr. 

**Action YJB:  Coordinate next meeting.


